IN THE NEWS

“NYC Mayor Promises To Help Broadway Reopen By September”
- NPR

“NYC’s new Open Culture program kicks off this weekend with live outdoor performances”
- Time Out NY

OPEN CULTURE

Mayor’s Office of Citywide Event Coordination and Management

nyc.gov/openculture

The Open Culture program launched on March 1st. These permits are issued by the Mayor’s Office of Citywide Events and the Street Activity Permit Office, in partnership with the Department of Cultural Affairs and the Mayor’s Office of Media & Entertainment, with support from the Department of Transportation and the New York Police Department.

In the first 30 days, CECM has permitted over 300 performances on numerous streets throughout the five boroughs. From energetic drum corps to elegant ballets, NYC’s streets will be flourishing with culture this Spring 2021!
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STATE GUIDANCE

Small and Medium Scale Performing Arts and Entertainment

Large Scale Performing Arts and Entertainment

AGENCY RESOURCES

MOME The Open Culture Roadmap
SAPO COVID-19 Event Safety Plan & Affirmation
CAU Look up your Community Board
SBS Business Improvement District Directory

EVENT CALENDARS

CECM Find an Event
NYCGo
DPR

COVID-19 GUIDELINES

Get a free COVID-19 test at sites in your neighborhood.

New York City is coming back strong with COVID-19 vaccines.

Vaccination Sites